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Research Statement: Designing and Deploying Intelligent Cameras

Suren Jayasuriya (sjayasur@andrew.cmu.edu)

My research expands the design space of computational imaging by (i) using new sensors to sample

and probe multiple dimensions of light in a scene, and (ii) building software-defined image sensors

with custom on-chip signal processing. This enhanced design space will lead to the next generation of

intelligent cameras that help drones identify obstacles in flight with minimal power, digitally capture

and analyze works of art, and improve human-computer interfaces in the future.

The invention of the CMOS image sensor led to an explosion of digital photography and visual

data that is captured, shared, and analyzed today. But the basic image sensor design has remained

unchanged, a two-dimensional regular array of photodiodes whose on-board data processing is agnostic

to the imaging application. We should reimagine our concept of a camera to co-design the sensing

along with our algorithms, yielding better energy efficiency and application performance.

Building these new imaging systems requires a vertically-integrated approach from hardware to

software. I have embraced such an interdisciplinary approach in my research, and I am always excited to

explore new disciplines as sources of creativity. I use tools from machine learning and signal processing

coupled with hardware experience in CMOS mixed-signal circuits, rapid prototyping for embedded

systems, and optical imaging setups. My work involves testing new imaging systems in the lab with

real experimental results, validating their design in practice. My ultimate goal is to have intelligent

cameras make a broader impact on our society as a whole.
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Vision: By capturing new dimensions of light and building software-defined image sensors using

multidisciplinary tools, we can build intelligent cameras of the future for impactful applications.

Sampling and Probing Multiple Dimensions of Light

Images, the main input for computer vision and machine learning algorithms, are a limited repre-

sentation of visual information available in the real world. Light rays traveling in a scene can be

described with a multidimensional function of space, angle, polarization, wavelength, and time called

the plenoptic function. Existing image sensors only capture a 2D slice of this function: namely the
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New Dimensions of Light: Light contains more information in its angle, polarization, time-of-flight,

and wavelength. Using new cameras such as ASPs to capture these dimensions yields applications

including refocusing an image after it has been taken [1] and identifying specular reflections in a

scene [2].

spatial information in a scene. A major thrust of my research is to build new computational cameras

that capture these additional dimensions and uncover new visual information. In my dissertation, I

used CMOS image sensors known as Angle Sensitive Pixels (ASPs) with integrated diffractive metal

gratings above each pixel, to sample more dimensions of the plenoptic function. In the following sec-

tion, I outline my research in extracting and analyzing new visual information from these dimensions.

Angle: Traditional cameras typically ignore the angular direction in which light rays arrive at

the sensor. However, combining this angular information along with the spatial dimensions yields a

4D light field commonly used in computer graphics and vision. Using a machine learning algorithm

of dictionary-based sparse coding, we overcame a fundamental sampling tradeoff between space and

angle to recover high resolution 4D light fields for ASPs [1]. Using light fields, we could perform visual

effects such as refocusing an image after it has been captured and synthesizing new visual viewpoints

of a scene different from the camera’s point of view. This allows users to digitally choose their focus,

depth-of-field, and scene viewpoint in post-processing, rather than being limited by the camera optics.

Polarization: Polarization is a useful cue for the interactions of light with materials in a scene,

a sensing dimension that is orthogonal to spatial and angular information. I showed how ASP metal

gratings act as wire grid polarizers and characterized their polarization response [2]. This is the first

integrated camera to capture both angle and polarization information simultaneously, and I showed

how to detect stress in plastic materials and removed specular glints/highlights in a scene, a significant

cause of error for most computer vision algorithms, using this extra information.

Time-of-Flight: Time-of-flight imaging encodes the time it takes for light to travel along a ray to

measure depth, and is used in the Microsoft Kinect and Hololens. I combined time-of-flight imaging

with light fields to further expand its depth mapping capabilities. I introduced the concept of a depth

field, which encodes depth of an object as a function of a 4D spatio-angular ray of light [3]. Using this

depth field, I performed depth mapping past partial and scattering occluders that obstruct the field

of view such as plants, fences, smoke, and fog. This is useful for autonomous vehicles operating in

hazardous environmental conditions where robust depth mapping is essential.

Active Illumination: My postdoctoral work has focused on probing the plenoptic function by

using active illumination through projector-camera systems. This allows selectively sampling of certain

light paths or rays in a scene. I am currently working with a system that uses a rolling shutter

synchronized with a projector to only send out light on a single plane, and either capture the direct

bounce of light with a scene or the inter-reflections between scene objects known as indirect light [4]. I
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Intelligent Sensors with on-chip 
processing 

Software-defined Image Sensors: Vertically integrated research is challenging with a long design

cycle time. We envision using tools from computer architecture and VLSI to design computational

sensors efficiently and realize on-chip processing for these intelligent cameras.

am using this extra information to image objects not in the line of sight of the camera and projector,

such as objects behind a corner. Controlling the illumination or flash of a computational camera in

this way yields a brand new, orthogonal dimension of sensing control.

All these applications point to the synergistic benefits of capturing and using multiple dimensions

of light. Future cameras can potentially capture even more exotic physical effects such as coherency

of light, different types of scattering in media, and changes in refractive index for new physics-based

vision. True sensor fusion can be achieved with multiple plenoptic cameras coupled with other sensors

such as inertial sensors, audio, and haptic interfaces to sense the environment. Collaborating with

experts in these sensing modalities, I am confident that techniques from computational imaging can

port over to these domains, yielding interesting research avenues such as optimal sampling strategies

and novel mixed-modality sensors.

Software-defined Image Sensors

Many imaging applications, including simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM), visual tracking,

and object recognition using deep learning, are bottlenecked by energy budgets and battery life when

deployed on mobile and embedded platforms. Further, these algorithms are decoupled from image

sensing, where the camera steadily outputs high resolution 2D images at a regular frame rate without

communication or feedback control from software. There is enormous potential in designing specialized

image sensors that are programmable with on-chip computation to overcome these limitations.

A main research challenge is that designing on-chip sensor computation has an extremely long

design cycle from concept to working silicon, and simulation is difficult across the hardware stack. My

goal is to make vertically integrated research easier by developing automated software-driven workflows

for building computational sensors.

I collaborated with a team of computer architects using PyMTL, a hardware modeling frame-

work in Python that co-simulates across the functional, cycle, and RTL design abstractions for digital

hardware [6]. We set up an ASIC design flow from PyMTL to design synthesis and automatic place-

and-route which allowed us to rapidly tape-out a computer architecture test chip in a few months. This

chip featured a 1.3 million transistor, pipelined RISC microprocessor with embedded SRAM and a high

level synthesis (HLS)-generated sorting accelerator [7]. In addition, I taped out dedicated circuitry to

control the timing of custom image sensor amplifiers using this design flow, a step towards integrating

sensing with on-board computation. While the testing of these chips and verification of this framework
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is ongoing, I believe such tools will help vertically-integrated research across the stack.

An important aspect to designing on-chip computation is first determining which signal processing

stages are essential for a given application. Recently, I have explored the image signal processing (ISP)

pipeline for regular cameras and its effectiveness for machine vision. I observed that ISPs have been

primarily designed to generate high quality 2D photographs, rather than data suitable for computer

vision, especially deep learning networks. We identified the critical ISP steps of demosaicing and

gamma compression necessary for computer vision, and subsumed their processing into the analog

image sensor itself using subsampling and nonlinear quantization in the SAR ADCs [5]. We tested our

new image sensor design on a suite of computer vision benchmarks, showing improved energy efficiency

with minimal degradation in performance. This systems approach of identifying critical processing

pipelines can be applied for other problems such as SLAM in robotics or visual tracking for augmented

reality.

In the future, I want to break the traditional mentality that an image sensor should output a fixed

rectangular frame at regular time intervals with no control from software. Software-defined image

sensors will output only the pixels dynamically requested by the given application, thus saving en-

ergy and improving the saliency of the visual data. Domain specific languages like Halide [8], which

helps streamline the scheduling of image processing algorithms, can be coupled with HLS tools to

tape-out optimized image sensor designs for applications. Such tools help computer vision and imag-

ing researchers communicate with computer architects and digital VLSI designers through a common

framework, a key to successful interdisciplinary research.

Intelligent Cameras in the Future

To fully realize the vision of intelligent cameras, we should co-design our sensing interfaces with ma-

chine learning algorithms when deploying these systems in the wild. Using the statistics of real world

examples, cameras can learn to adapt their imaging and signal processing for a given application.

One example of co-designing machine learning with sensing is ASP Vision [7]. During my disserta-

tion, one key insight I observed about ASPs is that their optical response can be used as convolutional

visual filters for a scene. I realized that ASPs can effectively sense the salient visual information

needed for a deep learning pipeline without wasting additional energy. I designed ASP Vision as a

system which replaces the traditional imaging sensing and first layer of a convolutional neural network

in deep learning with ASPs to optically compute the activation of the first layer. Doing so allows us

to save energy and bandwidth in the imaging sensing stage (as much as 90% in some systems), while

not significantly reducing visual recognition performance. We demonstrated this on a real digit and

face recognition tasks on a prototype ASP camera and achieved ≥ 90% performance while saving 10×
in data bandwidth. This work shows the potential for computational cameras and hardware-software

co-design for embedded vision and graphics applications.

Digital Cultural Heritage: One useful application is digital cultural heritage: scanning and

preserving art and architecture such as paintings, pottery, and artifacts through novel imaging. I am

inspired by the work to explore the layers of a painting in Gauguin’s work using photometric stereo

or pigment identification in Roman Egyptian paintings using hyper-spectral cameras [9]. I believe

machine learning can improve the acquisition, visualization, and contextualization of cultural heritage

in general. We can help detect motifs and patterns in an artist’s visual work using deep learning,

synthesize what an artifact’s appearance would have looked like in its time period with generative

modeling, and efficiently search through large databases of digital cultural heritage using querying and

retrieval systems. I want to combine these techniques with the new dimensions of light gathered from

cameras to fully realize the interactive experience of exploring digital cultural heritage.
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Human-Computer Interaction: In addition, intelligent cameras can change how we interact

with robotics. One common complaint about robots is that their output is black-boxed, and unin-

telligible to humans. Visual computing can facilitate improved communication between robots and

humans. For example, a self-driving car which projects its route directly on the road in visible light

allows human drivers nearby to infer some intentionality of the autonomous behavior and feel safer.

With the advances in generative models in deep learning to create novel visual content, future robots

can potentially communicate their intentionality through images directly, and cameras can help serve

as the interface to human observers. I am very interested in the nature of creativity for these machine

learning systems, when a computer learns to paint images in the style of Van Gogh’s Starry Night [10],

how do we interpret this in an aesthetic framework? Can we design new types of cameras to capture

more intangible aspects of a scene such as dancers’ movement trajectories or aesthetic lighting? These

questions also appeal to my undergraduate background in philosophy. I want to work with artists,

dancers, and musicians to realize new works of art that combine visual and audio computing, robotics,

and humans interacting through a common framework.

In conclusion, I am a computational imaging researcher who wants to redefine what it means to

capture a photograph of a scene. Leveraging new captured dimensions of light and improved sensor

processing, my future research will build imaging systems for computer vision, art, entertainment,

and human-computer interaction. This is why I would thrive under ASU’s emphasis on transdisci-

plinary research, enabling me to collaborate with artists, musicians, and experiential media experts.

I imagine visual computing systems, co-designed with machine learning and signal processing, can be

transformative in our lives.
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